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Sun masses. This means that the minimum radius for all
contracting stars heavier than 1.4 Suns is zero, or, in other
words, that all sufficiently heavy stars are bound to have an
unlimited contraction. The weight of the outside layers of
these heavy stars is so great that the pressure of Fermi's
electronic gas in the interior is never able to balance it,
and no stable equilibrium with a finite value of the radius
is possible.*
What will happen to a very heavy star that is contracting,
mathematically speaking, to a geometrical point? The an-
swer to this question was first given by the young Russian
physicist L. D. Landau, who pointed out that the contrac-
tion must stop as soon as the distances between the sepa-
rated electrons and atomic nuclei that make up stellar
matter become equal to their diameters. At this stage of
compression, the nuclei and electrons, being brought into
direct contact, will stick together, as would separate drops
of mercury so brought together, and will form in the
stellar interior a continuous ffnuclear substance'' (see Fig-
ure 48).
The hypothetical high "rigidity" of this form of matter
must finally stop the progressive contraction of heavy stars,
and in the resulting state of equilibrium the stellar interior
will be occupied by a giant nucleus, quite analogous to
ordinary atomic nuclei, but measuring many hundreds of
kilometres in diameter. Being made up of atomic nuclei
and electrons that have been torn apart by the crushing of
originally neutral atoms, this stellar nucleus will be, on
* The reader must not forget, of course, that all this pertains only to
stars deprived of hydrogen and living on the gravitational energy liberated
in contraction. In all young stars containing hydrogen, thermonuclear
reactions produce sufficient energy to keep up a central temperature and
gas pressure high enough to maintain stability.

